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Abstract

I present a set of scenarios that analyze the intention of a union for the case of

Latin America countries by developing a calibrated DSGE model with heteroge-

neous union. The model accounts for both a monetary and a fiscal union that con-

trols for real and financial frictions with the implementation of different monetary

and macroprudential policy regimes. Preliminary results suggests that in general

countries are better off (until some extent) with a monetary and a fiscal union that

controls for macroprudential policies, but it seems that these gains comes exclu-

sively from the weighted gains of peripheral countries rather than for core countries

as well, i.e. in almost all scenarios core countries are better off without any type

of union. The scenario with no monetary but just fiscal union is the only one that

reports welfare losses (-0.0028), while the scenario with a monetary union and het-

erogeneous macroprudential policies, just for peripheral countries, accounts for the

greatest welfare gains in the analysis (+0.0258).

Keywords: Currency Union, Macroprudential Policies, Welfare, Latin America
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1 Introduction

The idea for Latin America to adopt not only a single currency but also provide a certain

degree of regional coordination regarding fiscal and/or macroprudential policies continues

to be a topic of debate, even after the continuous tries over the years. For example: i)

The idea of having one single country with the creation of La Gran Colombia in 1888, ii)

The implementation of numerous trade agreements such as MERCOSUR, ALADI and

ALCA, iii) the implementation of custom unions such as the case of the CAN for south

american countries, iv) The idea of having a single currency for all trade movements just

among Latin American countries, among others.

The study focus on two types of union. First the idea of a monetary union that uses

a single currency and thus a common Central Bank for that purpose. Second a fiscal

union that controls for different regimes of macroprudential policies with the premise

of dampen credit growth. In that vein, I believe it is important to point out the main

advantages and disadvantages of both regimes according to the existing literature and

based on the experience of other regions that have already adopted one of the mentioned

union regimes such as the case of the Eurozone perhaps.

There are two notorious benefits for countries that implement a currency union. First,

is the is the abolition of any type of costs associated with currency conversion as well

as any possible collateral coming from exchange rate disturbances. Recall that a coun-

try might achieve a better integration in a situation with lower transactional costs (see

Mundell, 1961). In that same line, Mundell suggested that a region that adopted an

optimal currency union might experience lower levels of speculation and thus a certain

degree of volatility in the foreign exchange market. Moreover, this situation might in-

duced a greater value of money in the region. Second, is the fact a currency union might

enhanced a better control of key variables for monetary policies such as inflation, i.e. the

common central bank would be in a better position to conduct optimal rules, as described

in Alesina (2002).

On the other hand, as an “important to consider disadvantage”, a monetary union

usually leads to a loss in the monetary policy independency in the sense that in the union,

monetary policies might not be able to attend country specific needs. On the other hand,

it might follow a tailor policy according to the countries with the greatest economic size,

as it might occur with Brazil for the case of the Latinzone. This situation arrives the

need of having a certain degree of homogeneity for country members, in order to achieve

the Optimum Currency Area (OCA) criteria, described in Mundell’s studies.

The OCA criteria holds three main pillars that are: i) Domestic price stability, ii)

Full employment and iii) Balance of payments equilibrium. In that line, in order to

have achieve these criteria, it is crucial for country members to have a clear level of

economic co-movement, as this situation enhance a better suited monetary policy for the
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common monetary authority. Also, it is important for members to enhance capital and

labor mobility, specially to achieve full employment and reduce the need of country-tailor

monetary policies (see Mundell, 1961). Under the same scope, as described in Kenen

(1969), country members with a high level of fiscal integration that allows for regional

transfers, might be able to dampen exogenous shocks disturbances.

Following Mundell (1973), and Buiter & Sibert (2008), it is also important to have a

settled capital market integration, as it permit country members to smooth consumption

behaviour through the channel of idiosyncratic shocks. In the same line, by letting

members operate in a sectoral diversification environment, it might help them to have

a better control of shocks and also avoid possible exchange rate distortions (see Kenen,

1969). Last but not least, as described in McKinnon (1963), in a currency union a small

open economy with flexible trade prices might be better suited, as for this particular

situation exchange rates usually are not efficient as a tool to affect trade (specially for

the case of terms of trade).

Regarding macroprudential measures, evidence shows the effectiveness of macropru-

dential policies in the increase of banks and borrower’s resilience and as a countercyclical

measure for credit growth (see Boniolo, 2020). However, some authors have argue that it

might caused some inaction bias when these policies are not implemented in the precise

moment with the specific amount and/or are not well communicated by central banks,

so it can appear a bias in the transmission mechanism channel (see Viñals, 2013).

In that regard, the purpose of the study consists on evaluate the welfare gains for

Latin American countries under two different union regimes (monetary and fiscal union

that only operates with macroprudential policies). For that matter, I used a calibrated

DSGE model for a heterogeneous union - core and peripheral countries, in the same line

as Quint and Rabanal (2014). The premise is to find the optimal union structure that

enhance the greatest welfare gains among country members.

The analysis shares some common features with Poutineau and Vermandel (2017)

regarding the model’s characteristic. Perhaps, the study of Quint and Rabanal (2014)

provides the seminal point of departure for this analysis, as it develops a DSGE model

that accounts for regional differences among countries that belongs to the Eurozone. The

latter study finds that the coordination of monetary and macroprudential policies aims

to stabilize the effect of price dispersion and financial shocks. The study also concludes

that having a fiscal authority that accounts for regional or union needs will not affect the

final outcome.

The methodology implemented in this study consists on three main steps: (i) I used

a calibrated two-region DSGE model that accounts for a monetary union with a common

central bank that implements monetary policies for the Latinzone and a fiscal union that

operates with homogeneous/heterogeneous macroprudential policies to control for credit

growth; (ii) Next, I estimate the optimal policy rules for both monetary and macropru-
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dential policies; (iii) I present a welfare analysis by combining both regimes (monetary

and fiscal union) with a benchmark scenario that considers neither both regimes.

One of the main findings of the study shows that in general macroprudential policies

operated through the fiscal union authority are better suited only when a currency union

is being implemented. On the other hand, peripheral countries (Bolivia, Colombia, Peru

and Paraguay) are the main winners in a scenario with a monetary and fiscal union with

heterogeneous macroprudential policies. Welfare improvements for core countries (Brazil,

Chile, Argentina and Uruguay) are rather limited just for some particular cases.

The study is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a review literature of both union

regimes - currency unions with special emphasis on Latam countries feasibility to imple-

ment a Latinzone, and fiscal union with particular interest of macroprudential policies

that control for credit growth disturbances. Section 3 describes the model’s framework

as well as the general equilibrium of it. Section 4 illustrates the data collection and

estimation of the model. Section 5 discusses the welfare analysis for a set of scenarios

under both union regimes. Section 6 concludes. Appendix 1, illustrates some complemen-

tary graphics and Appendix 2, presents a complementary model that aims to estimate if

Latam countries are feasible to implement a currency union.

2 Related Literature

The idea of a currency union was early presented by Mundell (1961), Kenen (1969) and

McKinnon (1963). They both first introduced the concept of the OCA criteria. Initially,

the criteria suggests that by having a high degree of labor market flexibility and factor

mobility, monetary policies can be avoid it. Additionally, the OCA criteria indicates

some potential features of adopting a currency union. Among the benefits, the authors

concludes that a monetary union is associated with an increase on trade due to the

reduction of any sort of transactional costs as well as by the absence of any risk related

to exchange rate disturbances. Moreover, an OCA might: i) improve the main ingredient

variables of production, such as the case of consumption and investment, ii) abolish

price distortions and iii) increase credibility, specially coming by peripheral countries

with currencies that are highly devaluated. Concerning the costs of a currency union,

they highlighted: i) the loss of monetary policies that reacts by the country needs, ii)

the absence of self-financing government deficits with money issuance and iii) the loss of

national sovereignty by implementing a common currency for all country members (this

last feature can be seen in Obstfeld and Rogoff 1996).

A good contribution for the literature is the one of Alesina et al. (2002). They sug-

gested that the cost of losing monetary policy at a country level might be lower if country

members that belongs to a currency union have a higher correlation of shocks among each

other. In that line Frankel and Rose (1997) concluded that a correct implementation of
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a OCA might be associated with symmetric cycles among country members, i.e. a high

correlation of business cycles. Finally, Frankel (1999) suggested that a country member

in a OCA should not experience more costs than benefits. If that is the case, then the

union is not considered an OCA. However, this feature can appear in the case of a coun-

try member candidate in the understanding that by adopting a OCA, the country might

change its economic performance (more benefits than costs), though a greater trade in-

tegration and thus output. In other words, a country member candidate that currently

does not meet the criteria to enter a currency union, might possibly meet later on.

Currently, there are 16 currency unions already formed for all over the 5 continents in

the world, being the Eurozone, one of the most cited examples as case study. Also there

is a continuous debate for whether this union is considered an OCA or not. The Eurozone

was implemented in 2002, by 12 european countries. They both agreed to adopt the euro

as a single common currency. Later on, countries such as Slovakia, Malta, Cyprus and

Slovenia joined the euro as well as the micro-states of Monaco, Montenegro, Andorra,

Kosovo, San Marino and Vatican City. It is important to point out that Romania,

Hungary and Bulgaria are currently in the process of adopting the Eurozone and also

The United Kingdom, Denmark, and Iceland are still on debate for whether adopting the

union or not.

Moving to the Arabian Peninsula, there are 6 countries from the Gulf Cooperation

Council that already set the idea of a single currency (denominated as “The khaleeji”)

on the table, but unfortunately, in 2010 the intention was postponed due to the financial

crisis. Concerning Africa, currently there are 2 forming currency unions: The West

African CFA franc, composed by Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau,

Mali, Niger, Senegal and Togo; and the Central African CFA franc single currency for

Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea

and Gabon. Important to note that there is a more ambitious intention to adopt a single

currency for west african countries, denominated as the ECO currency, however it has

experienced some failed attempts over the years but it seems that it will finally come to

light by the year 2027.

For the case of Latin American countries, the idea of a currency union seems to be

far away from becoming a reality. One of the main problems seems to be the lack of

integration among potential country members as well as the tradeoff of giving up the

country’s sovereignty.

Regarding the literature that analyzes the role of macroprudential policies, the most

important contributions are the following. Angelini et al. (2011), Bean (2010), and Roger

and Vlcek (2011) suggest that macroprudential policies are associated with welfare gains

if these measures are correctively implemented in the sense that aims to target long run

disturbances on credit growth. In a scenario that considers real business-cycle models

with financial frictions, Gruss and Sgherri (2009) conclude that in a small open economy
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with occasional borrow constraints, the implementation of value-limits for banking loans

might enhance a decrease on credit cycles (or at least reduce its volatility). In the same

vein, Bianchi and Mendoza (2011) analyzes the implication of macroprudential policies

through the implementation of fixed taxes, as a potential tool to avoid overborrowing.

Last, Borio and Shim (2008), highlight the importance of macroprudential policies as a

tool for the financial system stability as well as a potential aligner measure for monetary

policies optimal.

Concerning the case of the Eurozone, Angelini, Neri, and Panetta (2011) and Beau,

Clerc, and Mojon (2012) analyze the impact of macroprudential policies in an estimated

DSGEmodel with financial frictions and no distinguish between euro countries. Moreover,

Lambertini, Mendicino, and Punzi (2013) describes the effect of lending risk financial in-

dicators on welfare for the case of a closed economy model with financial frictions. In that

vein, Medina (2014) and Unsal (2013), presents an analysis of the financial accelerator as

a key tool for financial frictions. Among the main conclusions, the authors concludes that

macroprudential policies are state dependent. Thus, if a productivity shock is causing

credit disturbances, then the macroprudential measure has to react to the entire effect

of the shock ans not just to the credit variable. If so, the country might experience a

welfare decrease.

In general, the literature illustrates that most macroprudential policies are a efficient

tool when it comes to reduce the volatility of the financial sector (mainly, through the

financial accelerator). For example, Collard et al. (2013), analyzes the transmission

mechanism of how macroprudential policies can affect risk behavior in a DSGE model

that considers risky technology, so in the process of producing capital goods, firms can

implicitly choose between risky technology or no-risk. The key assumption of the model,

is that monetary policy can only affect the quantity of the credit but not the composition

of it. Thus, through the implementation of macroprudential policies, capital requirement

might be at such high-level, that firms are induced to choose only the riskiness production

option. Last, Claessens, Kose, and Terrones (2009), Crowe et al. (2011), and Interna-

tional Monetary Fund - IMF (2012) describes how business cycles’ duration period is

amplified when there is a mix combination between credit and housing boom prices.

As a preliminary conclusion, there is an increasing consensus that countercyclical

macroprudential policies are associated with less credit-cycle volatility and thus, it is a

efficient tool to avoid extended recessions. For the case of Latam countries, evidence

shows that these countries were not an exemption case over the financial crisis of 2007.

Figure 1 illustrates credit growth in Latin America before and after the financial crisis1. It

can be seen the notorious credit growth volatility before 2007, suggesting that by setting

the proper macroprudential policy could dampen the cycle2 and thus could lessen the

1Data in Figure 1 is seasonally adjusted.
2For this statement, I am assuming the definition of credit cycles from Crowe et al. (2011).
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impact of the financial crisis over the region.

Figure 1: Credit Cycles in Latam. Core (left) - Peripheral (right)

2.1 The Feasibility of a Currency Union for Latin America

For the purpose of this study, I am assuming that it is feasible for Latam countries to

implement a currency union. However, it is important to highlight that this situation

might not be the case. Even tough there is a lack of literature that covers this topic, the

few existing studies (rather than a conclusion), opens a case of debate for future studies

to come. Next, I present the most important ones, that supports and not support the

idea of the Latinzone.

Bringing the OCA criteria back, Dorrucci (2004) estimated that Latam countries are

less integrated than country members of the European Union (EU) after and even before

the implementation of the euro as single currency. Additionally, Aminian et al. (2009)

goes further and concludes that also East Asian country members are more integrated

than Latam country members. Hence, it is important to understand what are the main

reasons behind Latam country member’s low level of integration. Reyes et al. (2010)

concludes that the lower degree of integration of Latam countries comes by the lack of

economic development of the whole region. Additionally, Marquez et al. (2017) concludes

that integration in Latam countries are heavily influenced by political and institutional

factors. The mentioned researchers also explained that the integration process in Latin

America were also affected by the terrorist attack on September 11th, 2001 as well as

with the political affinity of the region during the implementation of the Revolucion Bo-

livariana. Finally, even with the mentioned low level of integration for Latam country

members, Basnet & Sharma (2013) established that economic fluctuations for the main

Latam countries (Chile, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Peru and Venezuela), fol-

lowed a similar pattern when it comes to: intensity, response and duration - both in the

short and long run, suggesting that these similar behaviour could potentially benefit from

the implementation of a union regime - rather fiscal or monetary.
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Moreover, most research has focused mainly on a particular set of countries with

common trade agreements, such as the Andean Community or MERCOSUR. The study

of Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1993), finds that for the case of South American countries,

there exists a low degree of correlation in supply shocks, while the correlation in demand

shocks were lower than the ones for the case of Europe (seven times) as well as for

Asia (three times). On the other hand, Eichengreen (1998) estimated that joining a

currency union for Latin American country members of MERCOSUR (Argentina, Brazil,

Paraguay and Uruguay), could decrease the exchange rates volatility of these countries.

Additionally, the authors also concludes that a “feasible” monetary union requires first

of all, the implementation of national regulations, similar as the ones considered for

the Eurozone. In the same scope, Licandro (2000) analyzes if MERCOSUR country

members have a similar degree of shocks comparing with the North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA) as well as the European Union. Licandro’s results shows that

MERCOSUR country members have a lower correlation of the supply shocks compared

to NAFTA and the Eurozone. Last but not least, Larrain and Tavares (2003) presents

some criteria for the implementation of a currency union for the case of Central and

South American countries, under two different union regimes: A single currency and

a dollarization currency. The study concludes that dollarization might be feasible for

Central American countries. However, that is not the case for South American countries

(neither the single currency option).

Hochreiter and Siklos (2002) considers the european Maastricht Treaty criteria for the

case of Latin American countries in order to establishes the level of optimal convergence.

The main findings suggest that for the case of Brazil (as country leader), as well as for

most of Latam countries, there was a low level of convergence. Only Paraguay and Chile

were the ones that obtained a positive level of convergence. The study also concludes that

the implementation of a monetary union could be costly due to the low level of business

cycle’s synchronization. Hochreiter et al. (2002), presents an scenario for Latin American

countries that considers different monetary union regimes. The authors concludes that

there exists a high degree of heterogeneity for the Latin American zone, i.e. countries

differ in economic policies, structure and size. Regarding trade, they conclude that there

is a notorious increase in the amount of trade for most of Latin American countries, due

mainly by trade regional agreements like the MERCOSUR. However, trade integration is

still deficient. In the same regard, Numa (2011) establishes that both trade agreements

CAN and MERCOSUR require a higher level of political and economic integration, in

order to implement an OCA for Latam countries.

In the same vein, Kopits (2002) presents an scenario that compares some selected

Central European countries that are not currently part of the Eurozone, with South

American countries by using the Maastricht Treaty criteria. The study concludes that

Europeans country candidates are better candidates for a currency union than Latin
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American countries, due mainly to the degree of homogeneity among countries. More-

over, Edwards (2006) describes the economic performance of Latin American countries in

a currency union. The authors concludes that country members do not experience a sig-

nificant change in the current account as well as on capital flows. Hence, these countries

are not perfect candidates for the implementation of a currency union.

Last but not least, Bresser-Pereira and Holland (2009) shows that a currency union

for Latin America could enhance a positive integration process, mainly by the reduction

of nominal exchange rate volatility, particularly for countries that are part of the MER-

COSUR trade agreement. Important to emphasize that Basnet and Pradhan (2017) finds

very similar results. The latter study concludes that countries that are part of MER-

COSUR, share similar trends in their macroeconomic performance. Also, Hafner and

Kampe (2018) finds evidence that Latin American countries have a prominent hetero-

geneity, mainly of economic structure, growth and income, and thus these countries are

far away from being a suitable OCA. However, a very remarkable finding of the study is

that countries that are part of the CAN exhibits better homogeneity for factor mobility

and openness, compared to countries that belongs to the MERCOSUR.

After presenting the most relevant literature that studies the idea of having a currency

union for Latam countries, it opens a caveat question of whether Latin American is

prepare for the implementation of a monetary union. This concern is contemplated in

Appendix 2.

3 The Model

The idea of having a currency union for Latam countries is presented as a two-region

DSGE model i ∈ {c, p}, where c represents core Latin American countries (rich countries)

and p peripheral countries (not as rich countries). These two regions have their own size

nc and np and thus both sectors sum to 1. The agents of the model are represented by:

i) households that consume final goods and supply labor, ii) entrepreneurs that brings

physical capital to produce goods, iii) intermediate and final firms that interact with each

other to produce final goods as Bernanke (1999), iv) capital suppliers and last but not

least v) a banking sector, which is a key component of the model as represents the channel

for macroprudential policies, in the sense that entrepreneurs might requests loans from

banks and thus incurred into default. Having discussed all the components of the model,

in the next section I present the behaviour of each agent of the model.

3.1 Households

A representative household maximizes his intertemporal utility subject to a budget con-

straint. The utility function is given by:
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U(Ci,t, Hi,t) =
1

1− σC
i

(Ci,t − hC
i Ci,t−1)

1−σC
i − χi

(1 + σH
i )

H
1+σH

i
i,t (1)

where σH
i ≥ 0 is the curvature coefficient of labor, σC

i ≥ 0 is the risk aversion coefficient

and hC
i ∈ [0, 1) are the corresponding external consumption habits. The budget constraint

takes the form:

Wi,tHi,t + (1 +RD
i,t−1)D

d
i,t +Πi,t = PC

i,tCi,t +Dd
i,t+1 + Ti,t + Pi,tAC

D
i,t (2)

where household income is composed by: i) labor income, where Wi,t is the nominal

wage, ii) interest payments for deposits where Dd
i,t stands for deposits during period

t − 1 and 1 + RD
i,t−1 is the gross rate of interest between period t and t − 1, and iii)

earnings Πi,t from shareholdings of intermediate firms. Households spends this income

on consumption, deposits and tax payments (for a nominal amount of Ti,t). Note also

that the representative household has to pay an adjustment costs ACD
i,t(j) in order to

keep having new deposit services and hold a constant quantity of money M i. Finally,

in order to analyze the welfare gains of joining a currency union, I present the following

expression of the welfare index:

Wi,t =
∞∑
τ=0

βτexp(εUi,t+τU(Ci,t+τ , Hi,t+τ ) (3)

where Ci,t stands for consumption, Hi,t represents labor effort, β ∈ (0, 1) is the discount

factor and εi, tU represents an exogenous time preference shock.

3.2 Firms

Assume there is a continuum of monopolistically firms, each producing differentiated

goods by using Hi,t hours of work, Ki,t capital inputs and Pi,t prices according to the

Calvo approach. Output supplied by firms is given by:

Yi,t = exp(εAi,t)K
α
i,tH

1−α
i,t (4)

where εAi,t represents productivity innovation and α ∈ [0, 1] is the share of capital services.

Following the Calvo approach, firms cannot re-optimize the selling price, in every period,

with probability θPi . Additionally, price can increase following the form ξPi ∈ [0, 1] at the

inflation rate of the last period, such as:
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Pi,t = π
ξPi
i,t−1Pi,t−1 (5)

where πi,t = Pi,t/Pi,t−1. Under this scenario it is possible to derive the aggregate inflation

rate, that is defined by the expression:

πi,t = f(Etπi,t+1, πi,t−1,MCi,t) (6)

where MCi,t is defined as the marginal cost of production.

3.3 Entrepreneurs

There is a representative entrepreneur i that basically finances capital renting of interme-

diate firms. Hence, every entrepreneur and intermediate firm belong to the same business

i. Thus, in period t, entrepreneur operates different projects with total value such as:

Qi,tKi,t+1(i) (7)

where Qi,t is the price of capital and Ki,t+1(i) is the amount of capital financed. These

projects are financed by the entrepreneurs’ net wealth and by loans from banks (Ld
i,t+1(i)).

Hence, the entrepreneurs balance sheet reads as:

Qi,tKi,t+1(i)−Ni,t+1(i) = LH
i,t+1(i) (8)

where LH
i,t+1(i) = Ld

i,t+1(i)− hL
i (L

d
i,t − Ld

i ) denotes the external demand habits for loans.

Note that here the entrepreneurs investment projects are risky and thus might incurred

into default on its loans. To model the mentioned risk, assume that the aggregate return

of every investment project is 1+Rk
i,t. Hence the return of each project reads as w(1+Rk

i,t),

where w is a random value that follows a Pareto distribution. Consider now that the value

for a profitable project is given by:

wi,t = E(w|w ≥ wC
i,t) (9)

where wC
i,t is the critical value of w that differentiates profitable over non-profitable

projects. Hence, each entrepreneur have the following aggregate profit function with

probability ηEi,t+1
3:

3With probability 1− ηEi,t+1 the value for the profit function is zero.
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ΠE
i,t(i) = wi,t+1(1 +Rk

i,t+1)Qi,tKi,t+1(i)− (1 +RL
i,t)L

H
i,t+1(i) (10)

where ηEi,t+1 is the expected share of profitable projects. In order to introduce the financial

accelerator into the model, assume that entrepreneurs are opmistic regarding their aggre-

gate profitability, similar as De Grauwe (2010). Hence, the ex ante function of profitable

projects is given by:

g(wi,t+1, ε
Q
i,t = γi(wi,t+1)

χi
χi−1 (eε

Q
i,t)

1
χi−1 (11)

where εQi,t is an exogenous shock that follows an AR(1) process, χi is external finance’s

the elasticity, γi is a parameter. In that regard, entrepreneurs maximizes its expected

profit according to a certain amount of capital Ki,t+1(i), such that:

max
Ki,t+1(i)

Et

{
ηEi,t+1

[
g(wi,t+1, ε

Q
i,t)(1 +Rk

i,t+1)Qi,tKi,t+1(i)− (1 +RL
i,t)L

H
i,t+1(i)

]}
(12)

Thus, the expected spread required by entrepreneurs in order to undertake a decision to

finance a firm investment is given by:

Si,t(i) =
Et

(
1 +Rk

i,t+1

)
1 +RL

i,t

= γχi−1
i

[
κ

κ− 1

(
1− Ni,t+1(i)

Qi,tKi,t+1(i)

)]χi

eε
Q
i,t (13)

Thus, the size of the accelerator is determined by χi, so that an increase in net wealth

induces a reduction of the external finance premium χi. In that scope, a shock that

affects the entrepreneurs’ net wealth Ni,t+1(i), will also affect the return of capital, and

it will have consequences on goods supply through the capital market channel. Finally,

the entrepreneurs net wealth reads as:

Ni,t+1(i) =
(
1− τEi

)ΠE
i,t(i)

eε
N
i,t

(14)

where τEi is the corresponding tax on profits and εNi,t is an exogenous shock i.e. an

exogenous process of net wealth destruction.
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3.4 Banks

Consider a representative bank that develops its services under a monopolistic competi-

tion regime. Banks provide deposits to households and credit services to firms. In that

regard, banks collects deposits Di,t from households at a remunerated rate RD
i,t(b), then

borrows funds LRF
i,t from the central bank at a refinancing rate RL

i,t(b), and supplies loans

LS
i,t to entrepreneurs at a rate RL

i,t(b). Thus, considering entrepreneurs biased expecta-

tions, banks manage credit risks that considers entrepreneurs expected rate of default

1 − ηEi,t+1. In order for banks to size back a loan in case of default, banks pay a pro-

portional audition cost µB ∈ (0, 1) (loss-given-default). Hence, banks have the following

expected profit function:

EtΠ
B
i,t+1(b) =

[
Etη

E
i,t+1 +

(
1− µB

)(
1− ηEi,t+1

)](
1 +RL

i,t(b)
)
LS
i,t+1(b)

−
(
1 +Rt

)
LRF
i,t+1(b)−

(
1 +RD

i,t

)
Di,t+1(b)

(15)

Which has to be optimized according to the constraint:

LS
i,t+1(b) = Di,t+1(b) + LRF

i,t+1(b) +BKi,t+1(b) (16)

Where BKi,t+1 represents banks amount of equity. An important part of the model, is

the following equation that shows how commercial loans are affected by macroprudential

policies:

1 +MCL
i,t =

(1 +Rt)[
1− µB

(
1− EtηEi,t+1

)] (17)

In order to capture the pass-through of interest rates, banks sets the loan and deposit

rates à la Calvo as Darracq-Paries et al. (2011). Thus, the aggregate deposit rate is given

by, RD
i,t = f(EtR

D
i,t+1, Rt, ε

D
i,t) where εDi,t represents a markup shock and Rt is the central

bank rate. In the same vein, the aggregate loan rate is given by, RL
i,t = f(EtR

L
i,t+1,MCL

i,t).

Hence, firms profitability and current and expected future central bank’s rate determine

todays credit rates.

3.5 Government

Government basically finance public spending by charging a compendium of proportional

taxes on: i) banks capital τBi , ii) entrepreneurs net wealth τEi and iii) by collecting taxes

G(Ti,t(j)) from households. Thus, the governments budget constraint is given by:

G(Ti,t(j)) + τEi G(Ni,t(e)) + τBi G(BKi,t(b)) = Pi,tGi,t = Pi,tGεGi,t (18)
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Where Gi,t represents the countries public spending that follows an AR(1) shock process.

Additionally, assume that public spending is affected exogenously by a productivity shock

and that government demand for home good reads as:

Gi,t(i) = (Pi,t(i)/Pi,t)
−εpGi,t (19)

3.6 Capital Suppliers

Consider a representative capital producer that buys depreciated capital stock (1−δ)Ki,t,

investment goods Ii,t and produces new capital goods Ki,t+1 at a price Qi,t. Capital

supplier buys home and foreign investment goods, Ii,t = ((1− αI
i )

1
µ I

µ−1
µ

hi,t + (αI
i )

1
µ I

µ−1
µ

fi,t )
µ

µ−1

where 1− αI
i > 0.5 is the home bias in its consumption basket.

3.7 Financial Frictions

Financial frictions appeared in the model, because it is necessary to finance the invest-

ment on new capital assets. The return of these investment projects that are particularly

financed by entrepreneurs is heterogeneous and thus leads entrepreneurs to have a pos-

sibility of default when low return of capital. In that regard, entrepreneurs are at the

center of the analysis, concerning the financial friction component of the model.

3.8 Monetary Policy

The union central bank is ruled by the following interest rate rule:(
1 +Rt

1 +R

)
=

(
1 +Rt−1

1 +R

)ρ((
πC
t

)ϕπ
(

Yt

Yt−1

)ϕ△y
)1−ρ

eε
R
t (20)

Where Rt represents the central bank interest rate and R its corresponding interest rate

steady state, ρ is the interest rate smoothing coefficient, ϕπ and ϕ△y are the level of

reaction to inflation and the GDP growth target respectively, and εRt is an exogenous

AR(1) monetary policy shock for each country union members. Note also that inflation

for the union is defined as: πC
t = (πC

c,t)
n(πC

p,t)
1−n and GDP growth as: Yt = (Yc,t)

n(Yp,t)
1−n,

where n represents the core country and 1 − n peripheral Latin American countries.

Finally, assume that the central bank is ruled by an optimal monetary policy, and thus

Taylor rules parameters are chosen to maximize a second order approximation of the

household utility function given the mentioned equilibrium conditions of the model.
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3.9 Macroprudential Policy

The interaction of the macroprudential instrument MPi,t in the model appears as a

reaction of credit growth LS
i,t/L

S
i,t−1. Thus, macroprudential policies increases borrowers

interest rate through the marginal cost of loan production MCL
i,t. In that regard, these

measures affects credit market conditions countercyclically to dampen credit cycles. The

transmission channel appears in the understanding that the interest rate on loans is

determined by the New Keynesian interest rate so that:

RL
i,t = f(EtR

L
i,t+1,MCL

i,t) (21)

Where MCL
i,t is affected by the macroprudential instrument MPi,t with the corresponding

policy stance ϕi such that:

1 +MCL
i,t =

(1 +Rt)(MPi,t)
ϕi

[1− µB(1− EtηEi,t+1)]
(22)

Thus, the macroprudential instrumentMPi,t is presented to directly affect the cost of loan

production and its interest rate RL
i,t through a refinancing tax from the central bank. In

that regard, macroprudential policy, as the main difference with monetary policy, does

not affect the deposit rate and thus households consumption, on the other hand it allows

to directly control financial imbalances through a Pigouvian taxation. Note that extra-

earnings generated by the taxation are kept by banks as bank capital enhancing the

resilience of the financial system. Assuming that macroprudential policies are based

according to the growth of loans, thus there are two possible regimes for an independent

country and for the union:{
MPi,t = LS

i,t/L
S
i,t−1 → Regional

MPt = (LS
c,t/L

S
c,t−1)

n(LS
p,t/L

S
p,t−1)

1−n → Union
(23)

Additionally, I am adding the possibility for the policy stance (intensity of the policy) ϕi to

be either homogeneously or heterogeneously between the two presented macroprudential

regimes, having four different regimes for macroprudential policies. Table 1 summarizes

these scenarios: by combining independent (MPi,t with i ∈ c, p) or union-wide (MPt)

and by macroprudential policies with either an uniform (ϕc = ϕp) or regional (ϕc ̸= ϕp)

setting of the macroprudential intensity parameter.
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Table 1: Macroprudential Policy Regimes

Where Scenario 1 contemplates an uniform reaction of macroprudential policy to global

lending in Latin American, while Scenario (4) represents a macroprudential independent

policy at a regional level. Scenarios (2) and (3) are intermediate policies. Finally, the

value of parameters ϕi optimizes households welfare index by employing perturbation

methods.

3.10 Welfare gains approach

I calculate the welfare gains of joining a monetary union following the same approach

by Lucas (1987). Given a set of allocations (Ck
t , N

k
t )

∞
t=0 for k = (I,MU), where I is the

allocation that follows an independent monetary policy (non monetary union) and MU

is the allocation under the monetary union, thus the welfare gain γ reads as:

E

[
∞∑
t=0

βtu
((
1 + γ

)
CI

t , N
I
t

)]
= E

[
∞∑
t=0

βtu
(
CMU

t , NMU
t

)]
(24)

Thus, if the resulting parameter is positive, then there are net gains from entering a

monetary union. On the other hand if γ < 0, then a country is better off following

an independent monetary policy. In that regard, the aggregate welfare of households in

country i is given by:

Wi,t =
∞∑
τ=0

BτUi(Ci,t+τ , Hi,t+τ ), i = (c, p) (25)

where the utility function reads as,

Ui(Ci,t, Hi,t) = eε
U
i,t

(
(Ci,t − hC

i Ci,t−1)
1−σC

i

1− σC
i

− χi

H
1+σH

i
i,t

1 + σH
i

)
−λR(Rt −R)2 (26)
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3.11 Aggregation and general equilibrium

The market conditions for the model to get a general equilibrium consists on: i) Aggre-

gate all agents and varieties in the economy, ii) Impose market clearing conditions for

all markets, and iii) Substitute the main demand functions. Regarding the shocks of the

model, there are 7 structural shocks and one common Taylor rule shock for both core

and peripheral countries. These shocks follow a first order autoregressive process such

that εSi,t = ρSi ε
S
i,t−1 + ηSi,t while the process for exogenous spending shocks is given by:

εGi,t = ρGi ε
G
i,t−1+ηGi,t+ρagηAi,t. Additionally, ρ

U
i , ρ

A
i , ρ

G
i , ρ

I
i , ρ

Q
i , ρ

N
i , ρ

D
i and ρRi are considered

autoregressive roots of the exogenous variables, ηUi , η
A
i , η

G
i , η

I
i , η

Q
i , η

N
i , ηDi and ηRi are mu-

tually independent standard errors that are uncorrelated and normally distributed with

zero mean and variances σ2
i,U , σ

2
i,A, σ

2
i,G, σ

2
i,I , σ

2
i,Q, σ

2
i,N , σ

2
i,D, σ

2
i,R. The general equilibrium

of the model is defined as a sequence of prices (Pt)
∞
t=0 and quantities (Qt)

∞
t=0 such that

for a given sequence of quantities among with the corresponding shocks, the sequence

of prices guarantees equilibrium of the model on capital, labor, credit loans, intermedi-

ate and final goods markets. Regarding the goods market, the aggregate price index of

domestic goods reads as:

P 1−εp
i,t = θPi

[
Pi,t−1

(
Pi,t−1

Pi,t−2

)ξPi
]1−εp

+
(
1− θPi

)(
P ∗
i,t

)1−εp

(27)

Additionally, the final goods market equilibrium condition is defined by the following

demand function from final goods producers:

G(Yi,t(i)) = Y d
i,tG(Pi,t(i)/Pi,t)

−εp (28)

Where G(Yi,t(i)) = exp(εAi,t)G(Ki,t(i)
αHd

i,t(i)
1−α) is the aggregation of intermediate goods

suppliers with the corresponding resources constraint Y d
i,t. Hence, by replacing the de-

mand function of domestic and foreign goods, we have the following final goods equilib-

rium such that:

Yc,t

△Y P
c,t

=
(
1− αC

c

)(Pc,t

PC
c,t

)−µ

Cc,t +
(
1− αI

c

)(Pc,t

P I
c,t

)−µ(
1 + ACI

c,t

)
Ic,t

+
n− 1

n

(
αC
p

(
Pc,t

PC
p,t

)−µ

Cp,t + αI
p

(
Pc,t

P I
p,t

)−µ(
1 + ACI

p,t

)
Ip,t

)
+Gc,t + ACD

c,t

(29)

Where △Y P
i,t = G(Pi,t(i)/Pi,t)

−εp denotes price dispersion induced by price stickiness.

Additionally, adjustment costs on deposits are given by:
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ACD
i,t = G(ACD

i,t(i)
εp−1
εp )

εp
εp−1 (30)

Regarding the loans markets equilibrium, it is defined by the following demand function

from retail banks:

G(LS
i,t+1(b)) = △L

i,tL
d
i,t+1 (31)

Where Ld
i,t+1 is the aggregate demand and the aggregate loan rate index behaves as:

(RL
i,t)

1−εL = θLi (R
L
i,t−1)

1−εL + (1− θLi )(R
L
i,t)

1−εL (32)

While the aggregate deposit rate index evolves according to:

(RD
i,t)

1

1−µD
i,t = θDi (R

D
i,t−1)

1

1−µD
i,t + (1− θDi )(R

D
i,t)

1

1−µD
i,t (33)

Hence, the equilibrium on the deposit market is defined by the aggregate demand and

supply of households deposit services.

4 Data

For the purpose of the study, I divided Latin American countries in two, core (home

country) and peripheral countries (foreign country). Following Quint and Rabanal (2014),

the selection of these groups were made based on the economic size of the countries4 (see

Table 2). Thus, I considered Chile, Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay as core countries and

Peru, Colombia, Bolivia and Paraguay as peripheral countries.

Table 2: Latin American country selection ($us)

Regarding the database, I use quarterly data from 1999:Q1 to 2019:Q4, which makes

4GDP growth percapita is expressed as an average over the period 1999:Q1 - 2019:Q4.
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a total of 83 observations for each variable. The dataset presents the following fifteen

times-series variables: real GDP, real consumption, real investment, the Central Bank

monetary-policy rate, the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (HICP), the deposit

rate of households and firms, the amount of loan and lending rate. Data is divided by

the population and detrended by taking log-differences. Figure 2, plots the transformed

data for Latin American countries compared with the Euro data used in Poutineau and

Vermandel (2017).

Figure 2: Data Collection

The previous figure shows evidence that generally, Latin American countries are more

volatile than Euro countries, specially for the case of peripheral Latam countries. Table

3, presents a more detail analysis of these country comparison. Macroeconomic variables

such as the loan supply, as well as the interest rates for deposits and loans shows that

notorious difference. On average the ratio difference between Latam and Euro countries

is 7.3.
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Table 3: Per-capita data comparison among Latam and Euro countries (in $us and %)

Concerning the time-period of the study, following Padilla et. al (2020), it has to avoid

larger fluctuations of the main macroeconomic variables, specially for the case of Latam

countries (better known for large periods of price instability during the 80s and 90s -

see Figure 3). In that regard, the chosen period of time, from 1999:Q1 to 2019:Q4, is

considered as a period with a certain pattern of economic stability in the behaviour of

prices (see Dorrucci (2004)). Figure 4 plots Latam inflation volatility over time.
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Figure 3: Inflation (%) - Core (left), Peripheral countries (right)

5 Calibration

Following the calibration that uses Quint and Rabanal (2014), Poutineau and Vermandel

(2017) and the standard literature of real business cycles and new keynesian models, I

fix a small number of parameters commonly used in the literature. These include the

discount factor β = 0.99, δ = 0.025 and the share of worked hours H = 1/3. The

substitutability between final good varieties εP = 10 is determined following Smets and

Wouters (2007), as well as the markup of 11%. Concerning financial parameters, I fix the

net worth to capital ratio of entrepreneurs at N/K = 0.3 as in Gerali et al. (2010). Also,

the annual share of defaulting entrepreneurs projects 1 − ηE is determined at 2.5% and

the quarterly cost of monitoring µB as 0.12, following the same approach as Bernanke

et al. (1999). Table 4 presents an extended list of parameters that were taken by the

literature.
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Table 4: Fixed parameters taken from the Literature

Moreover, there are other parameters that were exclusively chosen for Latam countries

based on previous studies, and that are different than the parameters used for the euro

model. For example, the parameter that represents the economic size for core countries

n at 65%, is calculated by the average of GDP over the period 1999 - 2010. Table 5,

presents a list of the parameters that are different for both the Latam and Euro models

as well as the corresponding studies from were these parameters were taken.
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Table 5: Parameters that changed in the model compared with Euro model

Also, to check the veracity of the chosen parameter values, I estimate some of these

parameters with observational data. I found that the results with observational data are

very close from the values taken by other studies. For example, by following the Taylor

Rule approach for Latam countries, I found a value of 3.92 for the inflation rate gap and

a value of 0.77 for the value of the output gap (see Table 6).

Table 6: Latam Taylor’s Rule Parameters

Finally, to test the calibrated Latam model (how well the model fits the data), I present

in Table 7, the second moments of the observable variables and their counterpart in
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the model for the main macroeconomic variables (GDP growth as an indicator of the

countries economic size and credit growth as an indicator for macroprudential policies).

Results show that the model does reasonably well in explaining the standard deviation

of the mentioned variables.

Table 7: Empirical and Theoretical Standard Deviations

6 Results

In order to set the results for the Latam calibrated model that considers a currency union,

these are compared with a benchmark scenario that follows the Taylor Rule as monetary

policy. In that regard, the parameter values of monetary policy inflation reaction ϕπ =

4.4% as well as monetary policy GDP growth reaction ϕ△Y = 3.4% were taken from

Padilla (2020). Moreover, to contrast this results, I also calculate those parameter values

empirically based on the Programa Fiscal Financiero (PFF) of each Latam country5.

Hence, if we consider the average values of Latam countries from the empirically exercise,

the results gets very close from the values of Padilla (2020), as it can be shown in Table

8.

Table 8: Policy Parameters according to the Programa Fiscal Financiero - 2018

5The PFF is an agreement between the Government and the Central Bank of each Latam country,
with the aim of preserve the macroeconomic stability of the country by setting targets and/or limits for
the main macroeconomic variables such as inflation and GDP growth, among others
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Regarding the results of the study, these were taken mainly by comparing the benchmark

scenario with the four presented scenarios that considers different regimes of monetary

and fiscal union. First, I find a greater inflation response in the estimated model compared

to the parameter value taken from the Taylor rule. Second, I find no output responses

in the estimated model, while a response of 3.4% for the case of the Taylor rule. Both

results are coherent with the ones of the euro model as well as with Schmitt-Grohé and

Uribe (2007). Regarding the macroprudential policy parameters, I find that both core

and peripheral Latam countries should have to be different. Moreover, the optimized

parameter value estimated from the model suggest a higher value for peripheral countries

in a global fiscal union ϕp = 0.28 compared with the parameter value in a regional

fiscal union ϕp = 0.24. More interesting, for both regional and general fiscal union, it

seems that core countries do not need any macroprudential measure that controls for

credit imbalances (as ϕp = 0). Hence, as a primer conclusion, having a fiscal union that

reacts homogeneously among core and peripheral countries could incurred into a biased

value towards peripheral countries and thus it might be policy inefficient. Note that the

estimated parameters for peripheral Latam countries are almost double than the ones for

the euro case, suggesting that macroprudential policies for Latam peripheral countries

should be more pronounced given the notorious credit growth volatility (see Table 9).

Table 9: Policy Scenarios Parameter Values

Next, I present the main findings of the study based on the welfare gains comparison be-

tween the benchmark and the four different scenarios. First, in the same line of Poutineau

and Vermandel (2017), I find that macroprudential tools are associated with welfare gains

for the Latin American case. Thus, depending on the macroprudential tool regime, wel-

fare gains might increase in a range between 0.0020% and 0.0089% with respect to the

benchmark model that uses Taylor Rule. Moreover, in every single scenario, Latam coun-

tries have higher welfare gains by not forming a currency union, although all situations

with a monetary union leads to positive welfare gains (see Table 10).

Additionally, macroprudential policies for core countries does not reflect any welfare
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gains giving that the estimated policy parameter value is 0. Also, in all cases, it is a

better-option to have a heterogeneous macroprudential policy rather than a homogeneous

setting. Moreover, the difference between the two extreme regime scenarios (1 and 4) is

increasingly high, suggesting that an scenario with a regional fiscal union rather than a

wider union is the one associated with greater welfare gains. Note also, that for most of

the cases, peripheral Latam countries are the big-winners. Moreover, core countries just

barely gain from the implementation of macroprudential policies under different regimes.

Scenario 4 for Latam peripheral countries represent the best welfare increase. More

interesting, by having a currency union and a homogeneous macroprudential policy clearly

shows that, core Latam countries are worse-off in this situation, as welfare decreases by

-0.0016%. Hence, this evidence might induced that for core Latam countries there is no

incentive to adopt a fiscal union (even at the regional level).

Table 10: Welfare Results

(values in parenthesis represents welfare increases compared to the benchmark scenario)

7 Conclusion

The study presents a welfare analysis for Latin American countries under different mone-

tary and fiscal union regimes, in the understanding that for the case of the fiscal authority,

it only reacts as a policy-control for credit growth disturbances. Results shows that even

there is a positive welfare in a currency union for both core and peripheral countries,

an scenario without a currency union brings a greater welfare increase of +0.0014%.

Regarding, the fiscal component analysis, having a regional fiscal union rather than a

global fiscal union incurred in a welfare increase of +0.0069%, in the understanding that

countries also adopt a currency union. Moreover, it can also be seen that welfare gains

distribution are different between Latam peripheral and core countries. In the best situ-

ation, core countries reports a welfare increase of 0.0033%, compared to the benchmark

scenario. For the case of peripheral countries, the best situation reports a welfare gain of

0.0089%. Also, core countries might even be worse-off, in a currency and fiscal union with
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homogeneous macroprudential policy reaction. In that regard, the most efficient macro-

prudential policy it is represented in a scenario that reacts at a regional level, rather than

at a global.

In all different scenarios it can be shown than a currency union for euro countries

report higher welfare gains than the Latinzone. This supports the idea that if Latam

countries decide to implement a currency union, the gains coming from it will be po-

tentially less than in the euro case. Also, there would be more adversities considering

the high level of heterogeneity among Latam country members. Not surprisingly, the

best scenario for the Latinzone goes for peripheral countries under a currency union and

rather a fiscal authority that reacts at a regional level. On the other hand, the worst

scenario goes for Latam countries than are not part of the currency union but shares a

global fiscal union authority. For the case of the Eurozone the worst scenarios goes for

core countries in a regional fiscal union.

Even though a complementary analysis is needed that should include several other

dimensions, I preliminary contributed to the discussion in two dimensions. First, I used a

calibrated version of a DSGE model in a heterogeneous union that evaluates the welfare

gains of Latam countries that adopts a monetary union. Second, I evaluate the role of

macroprudential measures as a countercyclical policy for credit growth that adds a new

component into the analysis - a regional and a union fiscal authority that corrects credit

disturbances.

It is worth to mention again, that I used the model of Poutineau and Vermandel

(2017), calibrated for Latin America, thus in order to have a better analysis that responds

to the high level of volatility and heterogeneity of Latam countries, it will be important

to estimate a new model with the use of bayesian econometrics methods on one hand,

but also to enhance some structural changes, perhaps. In that vein, considering the

characteristics of Latam countries, one of the potential changes could be: i) To add a

new component in the model that differentiates consumers that dispose a portion of future

consumption in savings, and another type of not forward looking consumers that do not

have any savings (i.e. non ricardian households), ii) Also, the model should illustrate

the different levels of capital intensities among Latam country members, and iii) the

model should contain different levels of banking integration (in the understanding that

Latam countries have a different level of cross border lending compared to euro countries).

Overall, results presented in this study are considered as a fair preliminary analysis of a

currency union for Latam countries with macroprudential policies.

Last, with the intention of having a deeper analysis that analyze if it is feasible to

implement a monetary union for Latin America, I present in Appendix 2, a multicountry

model calibrated with observable data of Latin America. Results shows that Brazil and

Uruguay are the only countries that experience negative gains if joining a monetary union.

This can be seen as a problematic dilemma given the fact that Brazil accounts for almost
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60% of the Latinzone’s total GDP and also one of the greatest weights in the correlation

of its ToT shocks with respect of the Latinzone (+0.630), so any decision from getting

Brazil on board or without might notoriously affect the other’s country member gains.

Perhaps, Brazil might be willing to participate, by setting some trade agreements before

joining the monetary union, such as the case of Germany with the Eurozone.

Last but not least, the game theory approach presented in Appendix 2, shows a

preliminary idea of what to expect if Latam countries decides to put the idea of a currency

union in the table. At first stage, Brazil might not be interested on being part of the

proposal. The problem is that Brazilian’s economic weight is so big with respect of the

Latinzone, that by not having the country in the union, it might caused the rest of the

countries into losses as well. Thus, no country might be interested on being part of the

single-currency union if Brazil is not part of it. Fortunately, if the rest of the countries are

willing to incurred into preliminary negotiations, this could mitigate the negative effect

for Brazil, without affecting the rest of the countries welfare gains, hence the idea of the

currency union might become a reality. It will be interesting to present a deeper analysis

for this last point. I am leaving this analysis as an extension for future studies.
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Appendix 1.

Figure 4: Impulse Response Functions to Welfare
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Figure 5: Impulse Response Functions to Welfare
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Figure 6: IRF to GDP and Credit Growth
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Figure 7: IRF to GDP and Credit Growth
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Appendix 2 - Is it Feasible for Latam countries to

implement a Monetary Union?

The purpose of this appendix is to provide a complementary analysis for the study, i.e.

particularly give an empirical answer to the question provided in Subsection 2.1 (Is it

feasible for Latam countries to implement a currency union?). In that vein, the idea

of this analysis is to develop a simple theoretical model calibrated to the region’s main

economic and political features as well as with the traditional Optimum Currency Area

- OCA arguments. The following section summarizes the main framework of the model,

while the most relevant stylized facts regarding Latin America are presented in Section

III. Section IV describes the characteristics of the calibrated model and thus, Section V

presents the main results from the analysis. Section VI concludes with some recommended

extension for future studies.

A.1. The Model:

The model relies on the mainstream literature of Beetsma (1998), Bovenerg (1999) and

Martin (1995). Therefore it emphasizes in a scenario where credible institutional fixes are

harder to implement regionally, for example country-tailor fiscal policies. On the other

hand, the model allows addressing the interaction between monetary and fiscal policies

as well as international policy coordination.

In that regard, next I present the model’s framework. Consider a static economic area

composed by n goods and n countries where these countries are considered small enough

compared with the rest of the world. Moreover, countries differ only by: i) the size of

their economy (expressed as the value of GDP), ii) the government’s propensity to spend

public resources on socially wasteful projects and last but not least, iii) shocks affecting

output. Variables or parameters indexed by the subscript i are country-tailor, while other

are considered identical across countries. Each variable is represented as deviations from

an arbitrary steady state (with log-linear specifications). The model is presented in a

simple 3-equation framework.

The first equation considers a supply function that considers unexpected inflation

(π − πe
i ), and thus determines output for each country yi. Also, consider a tax τ on

firms’ total revenue that reduces output below its natural level (zero). Concerning inter-

dependency, country policies might also affect neighboring countries, creating a policy-

coordination externality, just through monetary policies. Assume that a monetary ex-

pansion in country i has a contractionary impact on the other Latam countries. This

externality is captured by parameter θi,k, representing the marginal effect of a monetary
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policy in country k on output in country i6. Last, assume that output yi is subject to a

country specific shock εi.

yi = c(πi − πe
i − τi)−

n∑
k ̸=i,k=1

θi,kc(πk − πe
k) + εi, i = 1, ..., n (1a)

Subsequently, consider the following one-period budget constraint:

gi = µπi + τi (2a)

Where gi is the government spending (as a percentage of GDP), τi is the fiscal revenue to

GDP ratio and µ is the inflation tax base parameter. Finally, the next equation represents

the policymakers utility function as Barro and Gordon (1983):

UG
i =

1

2

{
−a(πi − π̃(εi))

2 − bτ 2i − γ(gi − g̃G,i)
2
}
+yi (3a)

This equation implies that deviations of inflation, taxes and public expenditure from

natural levels, denoted by a tilde, are costly. Moreover, it can be seen from the previ-

ous equation, the trade-off between output and inflation’s variability. Hence, following

Muscatelli (1998), consider π̃(εi) = −ηεi where η > 07. Last, consider g̃G,i representing a

fraction of governments public expenditure that is diverted to its own benefits where g̃S,i

is the optimal level of public expenditure and thus g̃G,i > g̃S,i.

Next, consider now that each regime (non and monetary union) follows arbitrary

steady states. For the case of a non monetary union (autonomous monetary policies),

policymakers chooses tax rates τi and inflation rates πi independently, by maximizing

Equation 3a8. Thus, by assuming complete information, rational expectations and a

scenario where policies regarding fiscal and monetary sectors are implemented, the opti-

mal policy mix (denoted by the superscript “∗”) for inflation, fiscal revenue and public

spending respectively, is expressed as follows:

π∗
i =

γµb

Λ
g̃G,i +

γ(1 + µ) + b

Λ
c− ηa(b+ γ)

Λ
εi (4a)

τ ∗i =
γa

Λ
g̃G,i +

γu(1 + µ) + a

Λ
c+

ηγµa

Λ
εi (5a)

6This parameter illustrates the importance of bilateral trade linkages and thus its main determinants
such as country relative sizes, geographic distance and the degree of economic integration among others.

7A negative output shock might induce policymakers to tolerate positive inflation
8This policy scenario implicitly assumes a flexible exchange rate regime
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g∗i =
γ(a+ µ2b)

Λ
g̃G,i +

bµ− a

Λ
c+

ηbµa

Λ
ϵi (6a)

where Λ = a(b+ γ) + γu2b > 0 (7a)

In the provided equations, the term c captures an incentive to extract revenue from the

inflation tax and also it captures any degree of possible inflation bias that might affect

output, see Alesina and Tabellini (1987). For the case of the monetary union regime, the

union weighted cross-country optimal policy mix is given by the following equations:

π∗
MU =

γµb

Λ
g̃G,A +

γ(1 + µ) + b− θA(b+ γ)

Λ
c− ηa(b+ γ)

Λ
εA (8a)

τ ∗i,MU =

[
aγ

Λ
+

γ2µ2b[1−Ψi]

(b+ γ)Λ

]
g̃G,i −

a+ γµ(1 + µ)− θAγµ

Λ
c− ηγµa

Λ
εA (9a)

g∗i,MU =

[
aγ(b+ γ) + γµ2b[bΨi + γ]

(b+ γ)Λ

]
g̃G,i +

bµ(1− θA)− a

Λ
c+

ηbµa

Λ
εA (10a)

Where Ψ = g̃G,A/g̃G,i is defined as a parameter that captures the difference between each

country member spending target compared with the aggregate spending target consid-

ered by the common Central Bank. In that vein, any value different from 1 indicates

that the union monetary policy failed to achieve the optimal trade-off between tax and

monetary financing (from the perspective of each country member i). Also, parameter θ

captures the union monetary discipline and parameter Ψ measures deviation from coun-

try spending objectives9. Note also that under the currency union regime, monetary

policy is implemented by the common Central Bank based on the weighted average of

each country members utility function10, according to the following expression:

UMU =
n∑

i=1

ωiU
G
i (11a)

Where ωi > 0 and
∑n

i=1 ωi = 1.

9Countries with low spending targets (Ψ > 1) might suffer looses in the understanding that the union
Central Bank will transfer them “above the target” revenues, offsetting potentially gains. On the other
hand, if the value is too high, countries might benefit from the participation in the union

10The common Central Bank is subject to the same type of political pressures as the central bank of
each country member. The difference is that in a currency union regime, joint decision process based on
individual pressures are implemented according to the weight of the country
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A.2. Stylized Facts for Latin American countries

This section review the main stylized facts of Latin America countries11. Recall that the

presented model assumes that prospects of a monetary union configuration depends on

the size differences among country members, and that government spending is financed

through seigniorage and tax revenues. Also, the model implies that gains from imple-

menting a currency union depends specifically on: the correlation of national shocks with

other members; fiscal policy distortions among country members; and neighbor’s national

monetary policies through the strength of intraregional trade linkages.

A.2.1. Asymmetric Shocks

The terms of trade (ToT) are an important component of analysis for the implementation

of a monetary union, specially for country members whose main activity are net exports.

Table 1 illustrates: i) the openness degree of each country member, ii) Standard deviations

changes in the ToT, and iii) the correlation between ToT of each country member.

Table 1a: Latam Openness, SD of ToT Shocks and Correlation of ToT shocks

It can be seen from Table 1a that Chile has the largest standard deviation of ToT

changes. Moreover, the ToT shocks of core countries as Brazil, Argentina and Chile are

correlated compared with most of country members. This can be considered as good first

symptom for the implementation of a monetary union in Latin America12.

A.2.2. Political Distortions

Equation 3a presents g̃G,i, representing the extent to which public spending exceed the

optimal target, as one of the main components of the policymaker’s utility function.

In that line, in the understanding that the mentioned variable is unobservable and thus

11Note that I am using the same Latam country selection as in the previous model.
12Cashin and Pattillo (2000) finds that shocks to the ToT of most African countries are not well

correlated, due in large part to differences in commodity exports.
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complex to measure, following Debrun et al. (2005), in this section I present some stylized

facts of Latin American, supporting the idea that actual government spending might

be higher than socially optimal and hence there are cross-country differences as well.

Gupta et al. (1997) shows that for most developing countries, it exists some portion

of government spending that is beneficial for society (specially public expenditure on

educational and health). Table 2a compares corruption and institutional quality indices

for Latam country members. Results show that Latam countries like Paraguay and

Bolivia have the highest indices regarding corruption while Paraguay, Colombia and Brazil

have the lowest index of institutional quality among the region.

Table 2a: Latin American Corruption and Institutional Quality Indices

A.2.3. Intraregional Trade Linkages

This section tries to address the externalities of the model, in the sense that an infla-

tion surprise in a domestic country might affect neighboring countries’ output through

intraregional trade linkages. In general, trade across the region is relatively high13. For

the case of peripheral countries, Paraguay and Bolivia accounts for 67% and 49% of their

exports inside the Latinzone, while for core countries, Argentina and Uruguay have 32%

and 23% of their total exports in Latam countries (see Table 3a)14.

13Masson and Pattillo (2001) found that internal trade in African countries part of the ECOWAS
account for less than 10%.

14Note that intraregional trade numbers might be a little bit higher mainly because of the presence of
informal trade in Latin America, see Linares (2018)
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Table 3a: Latam Exports as share of Total - in percent (1999 - 2019)

In addition to the analysis of possible sources of externality among the Latam monetary

union, I present Table 4a that contains data for country i′s exports to country k, scaled

by country i′s GDP. It can be seen sizable exports of Argentina, Uruguay, Bolivia and

Paraguay to Brazil.

Table 4a: Theta(i, k) - Inflation Surprises in Country i (top) to Country k (left)

In general terms, Brazil accounts for almost half (47%) of the average amount of total

exports among the Latinzone.

A.2.4. Economic Size Differences

Another important assumption of the model is the fact that size differences among coun-

tries affect net gains coming by the implementation of a monetary union, in the un-

derstanding that the common Central Bank’s policy decisions are proportional to the

economic size of each country member. For the case of the Latinzone, it can be seen large

differences in the economic sizes. Calls my attention the fact that Brazil represents more

than 1/2 of the Latinzone’s total GDP and also that Brazil and Argentina accounts for

more than 3/4 (see Table 5a).
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Table 5a: Latinzone GDP share (1999 - 2019)

A.2.5. Fiscal Component

Table 6a illustrates fiscal behaviour of Latam country members on average during 1999 -

2019. A few points should be noted: Four of the eight members (Brazil, Uruguay, Bolivia

and Colombia) have experienced more fiscal deficits than budget surplus. Recall Brazil

represents more than half of Latinzone’s total GDP, so it is important that the country

should implement fiscal policies to overcome continuous fiscal deficits. On average, the

government spending of Brazil accounts for more than 1/3 of the country’s total GDP.

Table 6a: Latinzone Main Fiscal Indicators (1999 - 2019)

A.3. Calibration

This section presents the calibration of the model based on the three main equations

presented above: i) Supply function, ii) Government’s budget constraint and iii) Govern-

ment’s utility function. Note that some of the parameters are specific to each country

members while others are the same for all members. Next, I present the parameters

according to each of the three equations of the model.
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For Equation 1a (supply function), there is the parameter θi,k representing the ex-

ternality parameter. This parameter is calibrated with data for country i′s exports to

country k, scaled by the GDP of country i. Table 4a illustrates the data-values for this

parameter on each country member. Another parameter deriving from Equation 1a, is

θA which comes by the steady state equations under the monetary union’s regime. In

that line, θA is given by:

θA =
∑
iεA

∑
jεA

ωiθi,j/
∑
jεA

ωi (12a)

Where ωi is the GDP share of country i with respect of the Latinzone. Thus, by equating

ω′
is with the GDP weights presented in Table 6a, I obtain θA = 0.0104. Last but not least,

Equation 1a presents the shock εi, represented as terms of trade (ToT) disturbances. The

standard deviation of the ToT shock is scaled by the country’s openness (measured by

the ratio of the sum of exports and imports to GDP), expressed as σε, as it can be seen

in Table 1a. Recall that one of the main costs of a monetary union is the correlation of

shocks between country members. In that vein, Table 1a presents the correlation matrix

of ToT shocks among members.

For Equation 2a (government’s budget constraint), there is πi represented as infla-

tion and τi as government revenues as a ratio to GDP (see Table 6a). Last, there is

the parameter µ, expressed as the hypothetical tax base that balance the governments

budget 15. Hence, public deficit divided by inflation (expressed as an weighted average

of each country member), provides the region estimate µ = 2.18/6.46 = 0.34. Next, as

mentioned before, some portion of political decisions goes for the benefit of themselves,

being these extra expenses above the socially optimal expenditure level g̃S. This value

expressed as g̃G, is hard to measure in the understanding that it is unobservable. In

that vein, following Mauro (1998) and Gupta, Davoodi and Tiongson (2000), I found this

resource diversion value, by assuming that g̃G mainly depends on the quality of national

institutions, i.e. poor institutions are associated by less expenditure on health and ed-

ucation, suggesting that poor institutional quality leads to stronger diversion effects on

government spending g̃G. Hence, following Debrun et al. (2005) to estimate the value, I

consider a cross-section data for Latam country members and run an OLS regression that

seeks to explain the effect of government expenditure on health and education. In accor-

dance with the mentioned study, I found similar results, i.e. institutional quality has a

significant positive impact on health and education expenditure. Thus, by assuming that

ideal institutions prevent diversion, I use these estimates to calculate the efficient public

expenditure levels if the countries achieved the maximum possible values in both the cor-

15The model requires µ to be the same value for all country members. Thus, I calculate it as the
weighted average for each Latam country
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ruption and institutional quality indices (these results are reported in the “no diversion”

column of Table 7a). Hence, resource diversion is taken by the difference between the

observed and the efficient levels described above.

Table 7a, contains resource diversion levels for the case of expenditure on health and ed-

ucation (estimated from the regression16). Hence, I use this estimates as a proxy for the

political overspending distortions compared to the socially optimal public expenditure

objective.

Table 7a: Public Expenditure on Priority Sectors: Estimates on the Diversion Effect

Last but not least, for the case of Equation 3a (government’s utility function), the

model implies that the two regimes (non and monetary union) will have different incen-

tives for inflation and government spending. Specifically, countries in a currency union

should have lower public spending and higher taxes, for a given level of public spending

target. Regarding the utility function parameters, following the calibration approach of

Debrun et al. (2005) (explained below), the baseline model uses the following values:

c = 1, a = 0.335, b = 0.708, γ = 0.690.

Recall that countries, depending of their regime (non or monetary union), may differ

their spending and tax ratios, by making a comparison of equations (8a) - (10a) with

equations (4a) - (6a), one of which is in a monetary union and the other is not, yields to:

△τ =
θAγµc+ aγ△g̃

a(b+ γ) + bµ2γ
(13a)

16Following Debrun et al. (2005), for the estimation of the health regression, I use a constant, the
log of GDP per capita at PPP (as an average of 1999 - 2019), an index of institutional quality (as an
average of ICRG indices for political stability, democratic accountability and corruption), life expectancy
and infant mortality. For the case of the education regression, I include a constant, the log of GDP per
capita at PPP (as an average of 1999 - 2019), the illiteracy rate, a variable that interacts the illiteracy
rate and the institutional quality index (as an average of ICRG indices for political stability, democratic
accountability, corruption, rule of law and bureaucratic quality).
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△g =
−bθAµc− (aγ + γµ2b)△g̃

a(b+ γ) + bµ2γ
(14a)

△π =
−θA(b+ γ)c+ γµb△g̃

a(b+ γ) + bµ2γ
(15a)

Where △τ,△g are the tax and spending ratios and △g̃ represents the difference in spend-

ing propensities with respect of the spending target, respectively. Thus, assume a com-

parison between two countries, both in a monetary union and without, then θA cancels

out. Thus, by comparing Equations 13a and 15a, yields to:

△τ

△π
=

a

µb
(16a)

Thus, by comparing the average differences of tax revenues and inflation, between country

members, yields to:

a = µ
0.049

0.035
b = 0.473b (17a)

Additionally, by doing the same approach by comparing Equations 13a and 14a, yields

the following expression:

γ = −△τ

△g
b (18a)

Hence, by substituting observable data in the previous equation gives:

γ = 0.97411b (19a)

Last, by substituting Equation 13a into Equation 18a, assuming △g̃ = 0 and solving for

parameter b with average data comparison among Latam countries, gives:

b =
a(△g −△τ) + θAµc

△τµ2
= 0.708c (20a)

Finally, by assuming that c = 1, I have a system of 3 equations with 3 parameters: a, b

and γ.
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A.4. Results

This section presents the main results from the baseline model calibrated for the Lat-

inzone. Table 8a illustrates the gains of joining a monetary union for Latam country

members individually, considering the baseline parameter values17. Some important fea-

tures to point out is the fact that countries like Brazil and Uruguay are worst-off from

implementing a monetary union. The rest of the countries are better-off from the union,

being peripheral countries the members that gets the more benefit.

Table 8a: Latinzone - Gains from Monetary Union

Also, it can be seen that countries like Brazil accounts for the most profligate fiscal

polices (with Ψ < 1), while Paraguay and Peru are the most fiscally conservative country

members (with Ψ > 1). Thus, having Brazil or not in the Latinzone, will be a key

determinant, given the fact that this country has not only one of the greatest weight

in the correlation of its ToT shocks with respect of the Latinzone (0.630), but also the

country’s size represents more than 50% of the Latinzone, so any decision from the

common Central Bank can be biased towards the country’s domestic needs.

Finally, following one of Mundell’s traditional pillar of OCA analysis - the need of

having a certain degree of symmetry in the shocks among country members, results

show that all members (besides Paraguay) have a positive correlation of its ToT shocks

compared with the Latinzone (another good symptom for the idea of a monetary union

in Latam countries).

A.4.1. A Final Game Theory Approach

In the understanding that a currency union for Latin America, implies the participation

of all country member candidates, it is crucial to give special attention to Brazil, in the

sense that is the country that represents more than 50% of the Latinzone’s economic size

as well as in the ToT shocks intensity. Unfortunately, it is one of the two countries that

gets negative gains by joining a single-currency union. Thus, it is important to analyze

17For the baseline model, I use a = 0.335, b = 0.708, c = 1, η = 1, µ = 0.337 and θA = 0.010
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the possible situations that could turned Brazilian’s negative incentives to join a currency

union into attractive ones.

To do that, I present a set of different game theory scenarios that analyze the men-

tioned situation. Even though game theory approach is not commonly used in macroe-

conomics, it can be seen more frequently studies nowadays, see Case (1979), Clemhout

and Wan (1979) and Basar and Olsder (1982).

Table 9a illustrates the monetary union’s current situation. The game theory scenario

basically shows two players: Brazil and the rest of country candidates (Rest). Each player

has two options: To choose for adopting a monetary union (MU) or to not choose it

(NMU). All values are expressed in terms of welfare gains coming from the estimation of

the model. For this first exercise, assume that both players: i) Play simultaneously, ii) Do

not have previous information about each other, i.e. Brazil does not have the information

than almost all the rest of the counties have positive gains by joining a currency union

and viceversa.

Table 9a: Game Theory 1: No information

(Values expressed welfare gains from the model estimation)

Results shows that the best option for Brazil is by not incurring in a monetary union,

while the best option for the rest of the countries is actually to adopt one. Therefore, not

surprisingly, the outcome shows that Latin American countries might adopt a monetary

union, but without Brazil. The problem comes in the sense that by not having Brazil

in the union, the rest of the countries might incurred into losses. For that reason, it

is important to present a new scenario that considers current actions based on previous

information about own and other’s welfare gains18.

In that regard, I present Table 10a with the following assumptions. Exercise 2 con-

siders the same rules of the game as previous exercise, but with the following additional

assumptions: i) All players makes decisions based on information about itself as well as

on the other player. Thus, it opens the possibility of a Nash equilibrium.

18Note that for this particular case, there is no Nash Equilibrium, because the country does not have
any sort of previous information before making a decision based on a strategy.
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Table 10a: Game Theory 2: Information

(Values expressed welfare gains from the model estimation)

Decisions are now incurred based on the others best strategy, thus the best option for

both players, Brazil and the rest of the countries, is not to adopt a monetary union.

In fact, this strategy represents a Nash Equilibrium. This outcome opens a question of

whether it will be feasible to get an scenario with both players choosing a strategy that

involves adopting a monetary union.

In that vein. I present Table 11a, that considers a new situation. Following the

experience of Germany in the process of adopting the Eurozone, suppose now that Brazil

has an extra component, that enables the country to incurred in negotiations with the rest

of the countries, before joining the union. In other words, Brazil can have the alternative

to set some trade agreements that could entirely benefit the country.

Suppose now, that this power of negotiation for Brazil is expressed as x. Thus, by

letting Brazil have an incentive to join a monetary union, consider the following equation:

−0.050 + x > 0 (21a)

Equation 21a illustrates that, if the negotiation x could achieve a welfare gain greater

than +0.050, then Brazil will be willing to cooperate and thus form a monetary union.

Table 11a, shows that the Nash Equilibrium for both players goes to the strategy of

forming a monetary union, when the mentioned criteria meets19.

19Note that for this particular scenario, I am also assuming that each player follows a decision based
on the other’s best strategy, as previous exercise (see Game Theory 2)
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Table 11a: Game Theory 3: Information and Negotiation

(Values expressed welfare gains from the model estimation)

Note that in Table 11a, I am assuming that the value of negotiation x, goes only for

the benefit of Brazil. As it can be seen, the value of negotiation x is expressed as a

positive value for the case of Brazil (−0.050 + x), but as a negative value for the rest of

the countries (−0.050 + x). Nevertheless, the negative value for the rest of the countries

might not be the case.

Important to highlight, that even by assuming that the value x = 0.050 completely

affects the rest of the countries, they might still get a positive value in a currency union

(0.099 − 0.050 = +0.049). More surprisingly, this value is even greater than the welfare

gains of the rest of the countries with no union (+0.045). Hence, this gives some hope

for the premise of a monetary union for Latin America.

A.5. Conclusions

I calibrated a model that captures the idea of joining a monetary union for Latam coun-

tries. The main characteristics of the model are that: i) it provides incentives for forming

a currency union (depending on the extent of trade linkages among country members),

and ii) includes a government distortion that causes an excessive public spending than

the socially optimal level.

I used observable data to calibrate the model. Among the main results, is the fact that

Brazil is a potential component of trade in the Latinzone, thus, it is crucial for the country

to maintain stability, if countries decides to implement a feasible monetary union. Brazil

and Uruguay have negative gains if joining a union. The rest of the countries are better

off from the union, being peripheral countries the members that gets the more benefit

(specially, Paraguay, Peru and Bolivia). Argentina is almost in the point where entering

a monetary union gets neither positive nor negative gains. Even though a union might be

in most of country members’ interest, it is difficult to see that all Latam countries would

be willing to adopt one despite previous agreements, similar as with the implementation

of the Eurozone.
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As an extension for future research, it is crucial to find more stylized facts from the

literature that can capture the economic discrepancy among Latam country members,

and thus include those in the model to see how results change. Moreover, giving the

notorious spending disparities among country members, it would be important to imple-

ment a simulation that could predict if Latam countries have a certain degree of fiscal

convergence.

Regarding the model, it would be also important to implement a sensitivity analysis

that could analyze: i) what would happen with the results if missing some potential mem-

bers such as Brazil perhaps, ii) what are the main components of the results (gains/losses

from a monetary union), iii) Given that Brazil accounts for the majority of Latinzone’s

size, what would happen if there is change in the country’s spending target, among many

other possible scenarios.

Last but not least, based on the results taken from the game theory approach, it will

be interesting to present a deeper analysis that shows how Brazil will get the extra welfare

gain value of x = 0.050, with a precise combination of new trade agreements perhaps,

and thus let the idea of a monetary union, become a reality. I am leaving this idea as a

extension for potential future studies.
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